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OBJECTIVES
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¡ A learning adventure towards becoming knowledgeable ambassadors for 
Columbus

¡ Create an understanding the 200+ year legacy of excellence in design

¡ Promote an interest in further study and exploration

¡ Provide resources for answering questions 



BUILDING ADAPTATION ACTIVITIES
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¡ Building adaptation encompasses a range of construction activities that improve 
existing building conditions and extend the effective lives of buildings. 

¡ The scopes of building adaptation projects vary, and may include rehabilitating 
failing structures, improving environmental performances, and changing 
functional uses.

¡ In order to address multiple aspects of building adaptation, different 
terminologies are used in the literature and in practice, including refurbishment, 
retrofitting, rehabilitation, renovation, restoration, modernization, conversion, 
adaptive reuse, material reuse, conservation, and preservation, amongst others. 

¡ These terminologies are often used interchangeably with overlapping 
definitions, causing a lack of clarity in the addressed scope of work and program.

¡ https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC7326450/



DEFINITIONS
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§ Preservation is defined as the act or process of applying measures necessary to 
sustain the existing form, integrity, and materials of an historic property.

§ Restoration is defined as the act or process of accurately depicting the form, features
and character of a property as it appeared at a particular time period, by means of the 
removal of features from other periods in its history and reconstruction of missing 
features from the restoration period. The limited and sensitive upgrading of mechanical, 
electrical, and plumbing systems and other code-required work to make properties 
functional is appropriate within a restoration project.

§ Rehabilitation typically involves the repair and restoration of basic systems and
the structure of a deteriorating building to the status of a previously acceptable 
condition. Rehabilitation is therefore undertaken to make a building compatible
with continued use.

§ Reconstruction is defined as the act or process of depicting, by means of new 
construction, the form, features, and detailing of a non-surviving site, landscape, 
building, structure, or object for the purpose of replicating its appearance at a
specific period of time and in its historic location.

§ https://www.nps.gov/tps/standards



ADAPTIVE REUSE
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¡ In architecture, adaptive reuse (also called building reuse) refers to the 
repurposing of an existing structure for new use.

¡ Adaptive reuse is the process of extending the useful life of historic, old, 
obsolete, and/or derelict buildings. Adaptive reuse also considers new use 
requirements, socio-cultural demands, and environmental regulations. 

¡ Adaptive reuse projects seek to maximize the reuse and retention of existing 
structures and fabrics as well as to improve economic, environmental, and 
social performance of buildings. These characteristics makes adaptive reuse a 
sustainable alternative to demolition and new construction.



ADVANTAGES OF REUSE
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¡ Preservation of cultural heritage and history

¡ When there is community support for significant structures, a beacon for 
similar activities is created in the area

¡ There is a potential economic benefit for new and existing businesses installed 
in adapted structures

¡ Material and energy savings

¡ Potential for lower construction costs

¡ Original energy in materials, and transportation of materials, is saved

¡ There may be incentives and tax advantages



GLOBAL RESOURCES
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¡ A World Heritage Site is a landmark or area with legal protection by an 
international convention administered by the United Nations Educational, 
Scientific and Cultural Organization (UNESCO). 

¡ World Heritage Sites are designated by UNESCO for having cultural, historical, 
scientific or other form of significance. The sites are judged to contain ”cultural 
and natural heritage around the world considered to be of outstanding value to 
humanity".

¡ To be selected, a World Heritage Site must be a somehow unique landmark 
which is geographically and historically identifiable and has special cultural or 
physical significance.

¡ https://globalheritagefund.org/issues/community-transformation/



NATIONAL RESOURCES
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§ National Trust for Historic Preservation’s National Historic Landmarks are nationally 
significant historic places that have exceptional abilities to illustrate and interpret 
American cultural heritage. 

§ The National Historic Landmarks Program is responsible for helping to preserve 
and protect the almost 2,600 NHLs in the United States.

§ As such, the National Historic Landmarks Program has two primary functions, 
shared between its regional and national offices:

§ Guide the nomination process for new Landmarks

§ Provide technical assistance to existing Landmarks.

§ The National Register of Historic Places is the official list 96,000 of the Nation's 
historic places worthy of preservation. 

§ Authorized by the National Historic Preservation Act of 1966, the National 
Park Service's National Register of Historic Places is part of a national program 
to coordinate and support public and private efforts to identify, evaluate, and 
protect America's historic and archeological resources.



SEVEN NATIONAL HISTORIC LANDMARKS: COLUMBUS
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§ First Christian Church 1942

§ Irwin Union Bank 1954 (Irwin Conference Center)

§ Miller House and Garden 1957

§ Mabel McDowell Elementary School 1960

§ North Christian Church 1964

§ First Baptist Church 1965

§ The Republic Building 1971

§ There could be numerous additional NHLs in Columbus. 



STATE RESOURCES
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¡ Indiana Landmarks

¡ The organization publishes endangered buildings lists

¡ Encourages public support through outreach and programs

¡ Indiana Modern conducts tours each year 
https://www.indianalandmarks.org/about/indiana-modern/

¡ Preserving Historic Places Conference Fall 2022 South Bend 

¡ https://www.indianalandmarks.org/tours-events/preserving-historic-places-
conference/conference-destination/

https://www.indianalandmarks.org/about/indiana-modern/
https://www.indianalandmarks.org/tours-events/preserving-historic-places-conference/conference-destination/


LIMITATIONS AND RESTRICTIONS
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§ Building Owners and Developers face physical and economic restrictions

§ The restrictions help preserve the character and quality of the community 
over time

§ They give property owners more confidence in the long-term stability of the 
neighborhood -- which means they’re more likely to make investments in 
their property to the benefit of the entire community,

§ They promote pride and appreciation of the character and history of the 
community, and

§ They help property owners begin to see themselves not only as owners but 
stewards of history.
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COLUMBUS LEGACY OF EXCELLENCE
§ Specifically, J. Irwin Millers speech for the dedication of Otter Creek Golf Course 

1964

§ Call to make Columbus the best city of its size in the country

§ For the benefit of residents and visitors

§ Bold actions of government, bold churches and excellent schools

§ The choice to adapt and reuse is not a simple one:

§ Requires approvals of State, City, and County government departments and 
commissions 

§ Redevelopment Commission

§ Building and Zoning: building permits

§ Code Enforcement: occupancy permits
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ADVOCATES FOR PRESERVATION FROM LOCAL 
PROFESSIONALS AND ORGANIZATIONS

§ Architects, Landscape architects, Designers 

§ Educators (Indiana University J Irwin Miller School of Architecture)

§ Builders, Contractors specializing in design, construction and maintenance 

§ Columbus Indiana Architectural Archives unique collection Architecture, planning, 
landscape architecture, and public art, digital archives

§ Landmark Columbus/Exhibit Columbus/Columbus Design Institute: Heritage 
Fund 

§ Landmark Columbus Foundation cares for, celebrates, and advances the cultural 
heritage of Columbus, Indiana

§ Columbus Area Visitors Center: actively markets the uniqueness and advantages 
of the Columbus/Bartholomew County community while engaging and educating 
visitors, overnight guests, and residents
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§ Columbus Visitors Center 1864/1995

§ Residence, newspaper office, 1972 Visitors Center and Columbus Museum of Art & 
Design, 1995 addition

§ Former City Hall 1895 –

§ Second floor farmers market, basketball court

§ Columbus Inn, now apartments and law offices

§ Franklin Square- residence, design offices, Heritage Fund

§ 301 Washington Street 1881: https://www.columbusarchives.org/301.html

§ Mercantile, banking, company offices, Cummins/J I Miller private offices 1972

§ Save The Crump: ongoing very public campaign, adaptive?

§ Pump House – water pumping station - senior center- hospitality

§ Armory – Ivy Tech - housing

§ Garfield School 1896/1989-Arvin Corporate Office-BCSC Admin Offices

COLUMBUS ADAPTIVE REUSE PROJECTS: HISTORIC 
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§ Irwin Conference Center 1954 

§ Docomomo Award Design: Citation of Merit Commercial 2015

§ The jury awards a Citation of Merit for the restoration of the Cummins Irwin 
Conference Center & Office Building. The jury also noted this project will aid the 
future preservation efforts of Columbus’ modern heritage as the community 
continues to recognize the value in the preservation of modern buildings.

§ Landmark: McDowell Elementary School 1960-Adult and Alternative education

§ Landmark: The Republic Building 1971-IU Architectural Program

§ CIP Helen Haddad Hall

§ Irwin Union Hope Branch 1958 - pharmacy

§ First Financial Bank Eastbrook 1961- Lucabee Coffee

§ Former Fair Oaks/Nexus Park to be developed

COLUMBUS ADAPTIVE REUSE PROJECTS: MODERNIST 
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¡ Every city has its stories of buildings that were lost to progress, change of plans, 
inattention, or neglect

¡ St. Bartholomew Church: multiple proposed adaptive reuse projects included 
performing arts, hospitality, housing 

¡ COHA 1973 Hardy Holtman Pfieffer Assoc., Dan Kiley Landscape 

LOST CITY
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CONCLUSION

¡ We are a community that values architecture

¡ There are examples of replacement instead of adaptive reuse:

¡ Carnegie Library: Cleo Rogers Library

¡ Old Central Middle School: new Central Middle School

¡ Old St. Peters: New St. Peters

¡ Our historic buildings work well alongside newer modernist buildings

¡ Adaptive reuse is a choice based on economics and the feasibility of construction 

¡ The choice to build a new structure to replace an existing one is challenging
for building owners and for the community

¡ Questions?


